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Our solar care
1 Introduction

Present at the swimming pool and the beach, our SOLEIL Advisors will take
care of your sun protection and your well-being.

2 Expertise

Depending on your requirements, your phototype and the UV Index, our
SOLEIL Advisors will recommend you the most appropriate sunscreen
products of our SOLEIL Collection.

3

Service
An order of an individual dose of the selected products will be
delivered to you. Our SOLEIL Advisors may apply the product(s) on
difficult areas, such as the back, if required.

4

Personal aftercare

5

After-sun

Our SOLEIL Advisors will suggest and deliver to you new orders after a
certain amount of time and/or after each swim in order to ensure an
optimal sun protection.

At the end of your exposure, our SOLEIL Advisors will recommend and
provide you with an individual dose of after-sun product in line with your
needs and preferences in order to hydrate your skin.
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Radiating health
SOLEIL Advisors
Dedicated to your sun protection
and well-being.

Prevention
Explaining the risks to the skin
resulting from inadvertent exposure
to the sun.

A unique experience

Well-being & health

No need to worry about protecting
yourself from the sun.
SOLEIL takes care of it!

Protect your skin from premature ageing
(UVA). Avoid sunburn (UVB).
Preserve you solar resistance capital.

SOLEIL Collection
In collaboration with several specialist partners, SOLEIL has created an
exhaustive and diverse range of high-quality certified organic suncare
products made of different SPF, textures and specific to each part of the
body (body, face, lips) in order to answer every man, woman or child's
needs.
All
our
suncare
products
are
made
of natural ingredients
including mineral (natural) UV filters preserving the marine life. Our
products are eco-friendly.
All our suncare products are made in France and are certified organic by
an independant label answering to very strict restrictions.
The products present in our SOLEIL Collection are also available for sale at
the "Bar à SOLEIL".
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SOLEIL Packs
Each pack includes
our solar care:
Expertise + Aftercare
&
an individual dose of sunscreen products for each
part of the body (body, face, lips) and after-sun
product

Upon booking

SOLEIL Ritual

Adults

Child ren

12€/day

8€/day

12€

8€

8€

6€

4€

3€

Solar care for the entire stay and
every activities

On the spot

SOLEIL Day
Solar

care for one day

SOLEIL Half-Day
Solar care for half a day

SOLEIL Instant
Solar care for a short moment spent
at the pool, the beach or for an
outing
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Our
attachment
to
well-being
and health ensures this personal
service is refined and unique.

With
deeply-held
values,
commitments
towards
human
and environmental respect that
guide every step of our service.
SOLEIL is committed to donating
part of its profits to NGOs.

Here comes the sun
Here comes SOLEIL
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SOLEIL

solar care

Feel free to contact us at:
contact@soleilsolarcare.com
We remain available anywhere, anytime.
Your well-being above all.

You can find us
www.soleilsolarcare.com
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